Abstract. Given a vector of floating-point numbers with exact sum s, we present an algorithm for calculating a faithful rounding of s, i.e. the result is one of the immediate floating-point neighbors of s. If the sum s is a floating-point number, we prove that this is the result of our algorithm. The algorithm adapts to the condition number of the sum, i.e. it is fast for mildly conditioned sums with slowly increasing computing time proportional to the logarithm of the condition number. All statements are also true in the presence of underflow. The algorithm does not depend on the exponent range. Our algorithm is fast in terms of measured computing time because it allows good instruction-level parallelism, it neither requires special operations such as access to mantissa or exponent, it contains no branch in the inner loop, nor does it require some extra precision: The only operations used are standard floating-point addition, subtraction and multiplication in one working precision, for example double precision. Certain constants used in the algorithm are proved to be optimal.
1. Introduction and previous work. We will present fast algorithms to compute high quality approximations of the sum and the dot product of vectors of floating-point numbers. Since dot products can be transformed without error into sums, we concentrate on summation algorithms.
Since sums of floating-point numbers are ubiquitous in scientific computations, there is a vast amount of literature to that, among them [2, 3, 7, 10, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] , all aiming on some improved accuracy of the result. Higham [19] devotes an entire chapter to summation. Accurate summation or dot product algorithms have various applications in many different areas of numerical analysis. Excellent overviews can be found in [19, 32] .
Most algorithms are backward stable, which means the relative error of the computed approximation is bounded by a small factor times the condition number. Many algorithms [23, 24, 25, 36, 39, 46, 49, 48] including those by Kahan, Babuška and Neumaier and others use compensated summation, i.e. the error of the individual additions is somehow corrected. Usually the relative error of the result is bounded by eps times the condition number of the sum, where eps denotes the relative rounding error unit. This is best possible by a well known rule of thumb in numerical analysis.
However, Neumaier [36] presented an algorithm where the relative error of the result is bounded by eps 2 times the condition number of the sum, an apparent contradiction to the cited rule of thumb. The key to that result are error-free transformations. Neumaier reinvented a method (see Algorithm 2.5) by Dekker [12] which transforms the sum a + b of two floating-point numbers into a sum x + y, where x is the usual floating-point approximation and y comprises of the exact error. Surprisingly, x and y can be calculated using only 3 ordinary floating-point operations if |a| ≥ |b|. Recently such error-free transformations are used in many areas [15, 30] .
This error-free transformation was generalized to vectors in so-called distillation algorithms. Prominent examples [7, 23, 24, 33, 31, 40, 3, 41, 46, 32, 50, 2, 37, 49, 48] include work by Bohlender, Priest, Anderson and XBLAS. Here a vector p i of floating-point numbers is transformed into another vector p i with equal sum. Call such a process distillation. In our recent paper [37] we showed that it is possible to transform a vector p i into a new vector p i such that cond ( p i ) is basically eps · cond ( p i ), whilst the transformation is error-free, i.e. p i = p i . Repeating this process may produce an accurate approximation of the sum for arbitrary condition number.
After one distillation, the ordinary (recursive) sum of the distilled vector shares an accuracy as if calculated in doubled working precision. This is the quality of results given by XBLAS [32, 2] or Sum2 in [37] . For many practical applications this is sufficient. However, the relative error of the result depends on the condition number. It does not allow, for instance, to compute the sign of a sum.
There are few methods [34, 39, 7, 40, 41, 46, 13, 14, 50] to compute an accurate approximation of a sum independent of the condition number, with the ultimate goal of the faithfully rounded or rounded-to-nearest exact sum. The aim of the present papers (Parts I and II) are such algorithms, and we shortly overview known approaches.
One of the first distillation algorithms by Bohlender [7] falls in that regime, it computes a rounded-to-nearest approximation of the sum. Usually only few distillations are needed for that, however, in worst case n−1, the length of the input vector. Others followed like Priest's [40, 41] doubly compensated summation which sorts the input data and can guarantee after three distillations a maximum relative error of 2eps, independent of the condition number. For a good overview on distillation algorithms see [3] .
Other approaches use the fact that the exponent range of floating-point numbers is limited. One of the very early algorithms by Malcolm [34] partitions the exponent range into a series of (overlapping) accumulators. Summands p i are partitioned so that the parts can be added to some corresponding accumulator without error. The size and the number of accumulators is calculated beforehand based on the length of the input vector. In some way ARPREC [6] uses a similar method to add partial sums. Malcolm uses ideas by Wolfe [47] who's observations are presented without analysis.
Malcolm adds the accumulators in decreasing order and analyzes that the result is accurate to the last bit. Another approach is one long accumulator as popularized by Kulisch [28] . Here the exponent range is represented by an array of "adjacent" fixed point numbers, summands are split and added to the corresponding array element, and possible carries are propagated.
Zielke and Drygalla [50] follow yet another approach. They split the summands p i relative to max |p i | into high order and low order parts. For a small summand the high order part may be zero. The splitting point depends on the dimension and is chosen such that all high order parts can be added without error. This process is repeated until all lower parts are zero, thus receiving an array of partial sums s j of the high order parts representing the original sum by s j = p i . Next the overlapping parts of the partial sums s j are eliminated by adding them with carry in increasing order, and finally the resulting partial sums are added in decreasing order producing an accurate approximation of p i .
Zielke and Drygalla essentially present a Matlab-code (cf. Algorithm 3.1); they spend just 7 lines on page 29 on the description of this algorithm (in their 100-page paper [50] on the solution of linear systems of equations, written in German), and another 2 lines on a much less accurate variant. No analysis is given, underflow is excluded.
Our paper uses their idea to derive and analyze an algorithm producing a faithfully rounded approximation res of the true sum s := p i . This means that there is no floating-point number between res and s, and provably res = s in case the true sum s itself is a floating-point number. Such an algorithm is of fundamental interest both from a mathematical and numerical point of view, with many applications. For example, it allows accurate calculation of the residual, the key to the accurate solution of linear systems. Or it allows to compute sign(s) with rigor, a significant problem in the computation of geometrical predicates [10, 20, 45, 9, 27, 8, 14, 38] , where the sign of the value of a dot product decides whether a point is exactly on a plane or on which side it is.
We improve Zielke and Drygalla's approach in several ways. First, they continue distillations until the vector of lower order parts is entirely zero. If there is only one summand small in magnitude, many unnecessary distillations are needed. We improve this by giving a criterion to decide how many distillations are necessary for a faithfully rounded result. We prove this criterion to be optimal. Second, they split the summands into higher and lower order part by some scaling and round to integer. This turns out to be slow on today's architectures. Moreover their poor scaling restricts the exponent range of the input vector severely (cf. Section 3). We derive a very simple and fast alternative. Third, we avoid the elimination of overlapping parts of the partial sums by showing that the previous higher order part can be added without error to its successor. Thus in each step only one higher order part t and a remaining vector p i satisfying s = t + p i are constructed. Fourth, not all partial sums need to be added, but we show that adding up the lower order parts p i using ordinary summation suffices to guarantee faithful rounding. The analysis of that is nontrivial. Finally, all results remain true in the presence of underflow, and the severe restriction of the exponent range is removed.
As we will show, the computational effort of our method is proportional to the logarithm of the condition number of the problem. An almost ideal situation: for simple problems the algorithm is fast, and slows down with increasing difficulty.
Our algorithms are fast. We interpret fast not only by the number of floating-point operations, but in terms of measured computing time. This means that special operations such as rounding to integer, access to mantissa or exponent, branches etc. are avoided. As will be seen in the computational results, special operations may slow down a computation substantially. Our algorithms use only floating-point addition, subtraction and multiplication in working precision. No extra precision is required. Mostly our algorithm to compute a faithfully rounded sum is even faster than XBLAS, although the result of XBLAS may be of much less quality.
The paper is divided into two parts; Part I is organized as follows. First we introduce our notation in Section 2 and list a number of properties. We need many careful floating-point estimations, frequently heavily relying on bit representations and the definition of the floating-point arithmetic in use. Not only that this is frequently quite tedious, such estimations are also sometimes presented in a colloquial manner and not easy to follow. To avoid this and also to ensure rigor, we found it convenient and more stringent to use inequalities. For this we developed a new machinery to characterize floating-point numbers, their bit representations and to handle delicate situations. In this section we also define faithful rounding and give a sufficient criterion for it.
In Section 3 we use this to develop an error-free transformation of a vector of floating-point numbers into an approximation of the sum and some remaining part. The magnitude of the remaining part can be estimated, so that we can derive a summation algorithm with faithful rounding in the following Section 4. Its stopping criterion is proved to be optimal. We prove faithfulness which particularly includes the exact determination of the sign. This is not only true in the presence of underflow, but the computed result is exact if it is in the underflow range. We also estimate the computing time depending on the condition number.
In Part II [44] of this paper we define and investigate K-fold faithful rounding, where the result is represented by a vector of K floating-point numbers, develop an algorithm with directed rounding and rounding-tonearest. Furthermore, algorithms for huge vector lengths up to almost eps −1 are given, and an improved and efficient version only for sign determination. In both parts of this paper, computational results on a Pentium 4, Itanium 2 and Athlon 64 processor are presented. For all algorithms presented in Part I and II of this paper and in [37] we put a Matlab reference code on http://www.ti3.tu-harburg.de/rump .
As in [37] and [44] , all theorems, error analysis and proofs are due to the first author of the present paper.
2. Basic facts. In this section we collect some basic facts for the analysis of our algorithms. Throughout the paper we assume that no overflow occurs, but we allow underflow. We will use only one working precision for all floating-point computations; as an example we sometimes refer to IEEE 754 double precision. This corresponds to 53 bits precision including an implicit bit for normalized numbers. However, we stress that the following analysis applies mutatis mutandis to other binary formats such as IEEE 754 single precision by replacing the roundoff and underflow unit. Since we use floating-point numbers in only one working precision, we can refer to them as "the floating-point numbers".
The set of floating-point numbers is denoted by F, and U denotes the set of subnormal floating-point numbers together with zero and the two normalized floating-point numbers of smallest nonzero magnitude. The relative rounding error unit, the distance from 1.0 to the next smaller 1 floating-point number, is denoted by 
We denote by fl(·) the result of a floating-point computation, where all operations within the parentheses are executed in working precision. If the order of execution is ambiguous and is crucial, we make it unique by using parentheses. An expression like fl p i implies inherently that summation may be performed in any order. We assume floating-point operations in rounding to nearest corresponding to the IEEE 754 arithmetic standard [1] . Then floating-point addition and subtraction satisfy [19] 
Note that addition and subtraction is exact near underflow [16] , so we need no underflow unit in (2.2). More precisely, for a, b ∈ F we have
We have to distinguish between normalized and subnormal floating-point numbers. As has been noted by several authors [35, 26, 12] , the error of a floating-point addition is always a floating-point number:
Fortunately, the error term δ can be computed using only standard floating-point operations. The following algorithm by Knuth was already given in 1969 [26] . It is a first example of an error-free transformation.
Algorithm 2.1. Error-free transformation for the sum of two floating-point numbers.
1 Note that sometimes the distance from 1.0 to the next larger floating-point number is used; for example, Matlab adopts this rule. This is also true in the presence of underflow. An error-free transformation for subtraction follows since
The fl(·) notation applies not only to operations but to real numbers as well. For r ∈ R, fl(r) ∈ F is r rounded to the nearest floating-point number. Following the IEEE 754 arithmetic standard tie is rounded to even. For f 1 , f 2 ∈ F and r ∈ R, the monotonicity of the rounding implies
In numerical analysis the accuracy of a result is sometimes measured by the "unit in the last place (ulp)". For the following often delicate error estimations the ulp-concept has the drawback that it depends on the floating-point format and needs extra care in the underflow range.
We found it useful to introduce the "unit in the first place" (ufp) or leading bit of a real number by 0 = r ∈ R ⇒ ufp(r) := 2 log 2 |r| , (2.8)
where we set ufp(0) := 0. This gives a convenient way to characterize the bits of a normalized floating-point number f : they range between the leading bit ufp(f ) and the unit in the last place 2eps · ufp(f ). The situation is depicted in Figure 2. 1.
In our analysis we will frequently view a floating-number as a scaled integer. For σ = 2 k , k ∈ Z, we use the set epsσZ, which can be interpreted as a set of fixed point numbers with smallest positive number epsσ. Of course, F ⊆ etaZ. Note that (2.8) is independent of a floating-point format and it applies to real numbers as well: ufp(r) is the value of the first nonzero bit in the binary representation of r. It follows
Note that (2.13) is also true for f ∈ U. The assertions are clear except the last one (2.16), which is also clear after a little thinking, and a rigorous proof follows easily with our machinery. The assertion is clear for ab ≥ 0 by using (2.13) and (2. For later use we collect some more properties. For r ∈ R andr = fl(r),
Note that a strict inequality occurs in (2.17) iffr is a power of 2 and |r| < |r|. The assertions follow by the rounding to nearest property of fl(·). Applying (2.18), (2.17), (2.9) and (2.3) to floating-point addition yields for a, b ∈ F,
We will frequently need this refined error estimate which is up to a factor 2 better than the standard estimation (2.2). Note that (2.19) is also true in the presence of underflow because in this case δ = 0, the addition is exact. The next is a refined estimation of the size and error of a sum of floating-point numbers. 
We mention that the factor can be improved to a little more than n 2 /3, but we do not need this in the following.
The ufp concept also allows simple sufficient conditions for the fact that a floating-point addition is exact.
We only need to prove the second part since fl(|a + b|) < σ and (2.7) imply |a + b| < σ. To see the second part we first note that a + b ∈ epsσZ. By (2.3) the addition is exact if |a + b| ≤ We define the floating-point predecessor and successor of a real number r with min{f : f ∈ F} < r < max{f : f ∈ F} by pred(r) := max{f ∈ F : f < r} & succ(r) := min{f ∈ F : r < f } .
Using the ufp concept, the predecessor and successor of a floating-point number can be characterized as follows (note that 0 = |f | = ufp(f ) is equivalent to f being a power of 2).
Lemma 2.2. Let a floating-point number
For any f ∈ F, also in underflow,
Remark. Note that we defined U in (2.1) to contain ± Proof. For f / ∈ U and |f | = ufp(f ), use ufp(f ) < |f | < 2ufp(f ), and |f | = ufp(f ) is equivalent to |f | being a power of 2. The rest is not difficult to see.
The aim of this paper is to present a summation algorithm computing a faithfully rounded exact result of the sum. That means [12, 41, 11] that the computed result must be equal to the exact result if the latter is a floating-point number, and otherwise it must be one of the immediate floating-point neighbors of the exact result.
We denote this by f ∈ 2(r). For r ∈ F this implies f = r.
For general r / ∈ F, exactly two floating-point numbers satisfy f ∈ 2(r), so at maximum half a bit accuracy is lost compared to rounding to nearest. Conversely, for the computation of a faithful rounding of a real number r it suffices to know r up to a small error margin. In contrast, the rounded-to-nearest fl(r) requires ultimately to know r exactly, namely if r is the midpoint of two adjacent floating-point numbers. This requires substantial and often not necessary computational effort. Our Algorithm NearSum in Part II of this paper computes the rounded to nearest result. The computing time depends in this case on the exponent range of the summands rather than the condition number of the sum. In contrast, the computing time of Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) for computing a faithfully rounded result of the sum of floating-point numbers is proportional to the logarithm of the condition number of the sum and independent of the exponent range of the summands, which is not true for Malcolm's approach [34] and the long accumulator [28] .
Suppose r + δ is the exact result of a summation, composed of a (real) approximation r and an error term δ. Next we establish conditions on δ to ensure that fl(r) is a faithful rounding of r + δ. The critical case is the change of exponent at a power of 2, as depicted in Figure 2 .2.
Proof. According to Definition 2.3 we have to prove pred(r) < r +δ < succ(r). Ifr ∈ U, then |r −r| ≤ Then ufp(r) ≤ |r| < 2ufp(r) by (2.9), so |δ| < eps · ufp(r). Suppose r ≤r. Then rounding to nearest implies
where the latter follows directly from Lemma 2.2 if |r| is not a power of 2, and otherwise by 2|δ| < eps|r| = eps · ufp(r) =r − pred(r). Hence (2.23) yields
The case r >r follows similarly.
A faithfully rounded result satisfies some weak ordering properties. For f, f 1 , f 2 ∈ F, r ∈ R and f ∈ 2(r), i.e. f is a faithful rounding of r, one verifies
As has been noted in (2.4), the error of a floating-point addition is always a floating-point number. Fortunately, rather than Algorithm 2.1 (TwoSum) which needs 6 flops, we can use in our applications the following faster algorithm due to Dekker [12] , requiring only 3 flops. Again, the computation is very efficient because only standard floating-point addition and subtraction is used and no branch is needed.
Algorithm 2.5. Compensated summation of two floating-point numbers.
function
In Dekker's original algorithm, y is computed by y = fl((a − x) + b), which is equivalent to the last statement in Algorithm 2.5 because F = −F and fl(−r) = −fl(r) for r ∈ R. For floating-point arithmetic with rounding to nearest and base 2, e.g. IEEE 754 arithmetic, Dekker [12] showed in 1971 that the correction is exact if the input is ordered by magnitude, that is x + y = a + b provided |a| ≥ |b|. In [37] we showed that the obvious way to get rid of this assumption is suboptimal on today's computers because a branch slows down computation significantly.
Algorithm 2.5 (FastTwoSum) is an error-free transformation of the pair of floating-point numbers (a, b) into a pair (x, y). Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) to be presented can also be viewed as an error-free transformation of a vector p into floating-point numbers τ 1 , τ 2 and a vector p such that
is the faithfully rounded sum p i . To prove this we need to refine the analysis of Algorithm 2.5 by weakening the assumption |a| ≥ |b|: The only assumption is that no trailing nonzero bit of the first summand a is smaller than the least significant bit of the second summand b. 
that is the floating-point subtractions x − a and b − q are exact.
Remark. Note that |a| ≥ |b| implies ufp(a) ≥ ufp(b), which in turn by (2.13) and (2.11) implies a ∈ 2eps · ufp(b)Z, the assumption of Lemma 2.6.
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let fl(a+b) = a+b+δ and denote σ := 2ufp(b). Note that a, b ∈ epsσZ and |b| < σ. If σ ≤ |a|, then |b| < |a| and we can use Dekker's result [12] . Otherwise, |a + b| < 2σ, so (2.19) implies |δ| ≤ epsσ. In fact, either |δ| = epsσ or δ = 0 by (2.15). Hence |x − a| = |b + δ| ≤ pred(σ) + epsσ ≤ σ, so (2.21) yields q = fl(x − a) = x − a, and therefore
The estimation on |y| = |δ| follows by (2.19) , and this finishes the proof. Lemma 2.6 may also offer possibilities for summation algorithms based on sorting: To apply FastTwoSum it suffices to "sort by exponent", which has complexity O(n).
3. Extraction of high order parts. In [50] Zielke and Drygalla presented an accurate dot product algorithm. Their Matlab source code is repeated in Algorithm 3.1. In the first six lines, the dot product a i b i is transformed into the sum v i of length 2n using Veltkamp's algorithm TwoProduct [12] . Provided no over-or underflow occurs, this transformation is error-free, i.e.
We repeat their main idea in technical terms. Let 2n floating-point numbers v i be given. First emax ∈ N is computed such that max |v i | < 2 emax , and M := log 2 2n such that 2n ≤ 2 M . Then, for eps = 2 −53 , they extract in line 13 the 54 − M "bits" from emax − 1 downto emax − (54 − M) of v i into leading parts g ν and a vector of remainder parts (stored in the same vector v), and add the g ν into s 1 . The value M should be chosen so that the sum of the g ν is exact. Then they continue by extracting the 54 − M "bits" from emax − (54 − M) − 1 downto emax − 2(54 − M) of the remainder part and sum them into s 2 , and so forth. This process is continued until the vector of remainder parts is entirely zero or in the underflow range. Note that the (scaled) intermediate sums s j may overlap. If the sum of the g ν is error-free, then after execution of line 15 it holds
where j max denotes the length of the array s. The authors also mention a faster, though much less accurate method, by extracting only the leading 54 − M bits and adding the remainder terms, accepting accumulation of rounding errors. A similar method was used in "poor men's residual (lssresidual)" in INTLAB [43] to approximate the residual Ax − b of a linear system, a purely heuristic, improved approximation. 
However is far from over-or underflow since max{f ∈ F} ≈ 1.8 · 10 308 .
Zielke and Drygalla's algorithm can be improved in several ways. First, the extraction can be stopped when the remainder parts are small enough, only the necessary intermediate sums s j are computed. Second, the extraction in line 13 will be improved significantly, see below. Third, the elimination of the overlapping parts in lines 18 to 20 is unnecessary. Fourth, there is an easier way to compute the final result. Doing this requires an analysis. In particular the constant k in line 9 has to be computed correctly.
Our approach follows a similar scheme as depicted in Figure 3 .1, where we carefully estimate how many bits have to be extracted to guarantee a faithful rounding of the result. We push the approach to the limits by showing that our constants are optimal.
The inner loop of the method requires to split a floating-point number p ∈ F according to Figure 3 .2, which is done by scaling and chopping (fix) in line 13 in Algorithm 3.1. There are other possibilities, for example to round from floating-point to integer (rather than chopping), or the assignment of a floating-point number to a long integer (if supported by the hardware in use). Also direct manipulation by accessing mantissa and exponent is possible. However, all these methods slow down the extraction significantly, often by an order of magnitude and more compared to our following Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar). We will show corresponding performance data in Section 5.
For our splitting as depicted in Figure 3 .2, neither the high order part q and low order part p need to match bitwise with the original p, nor must q and p have the same sign; only the error-freeness of the transformation p = q + p is mandatory. This is achieved by the following fast algorithm, where σ denotes a power of 2 not less than |p|. 
There is an important difference to Dekker's splitting [12] . There, a 53-bit floating-point number is split into two parts relative to its exponent, and using a sign bit both the high and the low part have at most 26 significant bits in the mantissa. In ExtractScalar a floating-point number is split relative to σ, a fixed power of 2. The higher and the lower part of the splitting may have between 0 and 53 significant bits, depending on σ. The splitting for p ∈ F and −p need not be symmetric because σ is positive. For example, σ = 2 53 splits p = 1 into q = 0 and p = 1 because of rounding tie to even, whereas p = −1 is split into q = −1 and p = 0.
The clever way of splitting 2 in Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar) is crucial for the performance since it is in the inner loops of our algorithms. We think this method is known, at least similar ideas are around [17, 6] . However, we do not know of an analysis of Algorithm 3.2, so we develop it in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let q and p be the results of Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar) applied to floating-point numbers
Proof. We first note that ExtractScalar(σ, p) performs exactly the same operations in the same order as FastTwoSum(σ, p), so |p| ≤ σ and Lemma 2.6 imply p = p − q. If |p| = σ, then p = 0, otherwise (2.27) implies |p | ≤ eps · ufp(σ + p) ≤ epsσ. Furthermore, q ∈ epsσZ follows by (2.16). Remark. As is seen from the last part of the proof, rounding tie to even is necessary to ensure |q| ≤ 2 −M σ.
Following we adapt Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar) to the error-free transformation of an entire vector. For this case we prove that the high order parts can be summed up without error. For better readability and analysis the extracted parts are stored in a vector q i . In a practical implementation, the vector q is not necessary but only its sum τ . 
Algorithm 3.4 proceeds as depicted in Figure 3 .3. Note that the loop is well-suited for today's compilers optimization and instruction-level parallelism.
Note again that the low order parts, which are collected in p , neither need to be bitwise identical to those of p nor do they need to have the same sign. The important property is that the transformation is performed without error, i.e. 
Note that (3.3) requires no assumption on σ other than being a power of 2 and bounding 2 M |p i |; σ may well be in the underflow range.
To apply Theorem 3.5 the best (smallest) value for M is log 2 (n + 1) . To avoid the use of the binary logarithm, this can be calculated by the following algorithm. Remark. For simplicity we skipped the obvious check for large input number p to avoid overflow in the computation of q. However, we will show that L = 2 log 2 |p| is satisfied in the presence of underflow. As the proof will show, rounding tie to even as in the IEEE 754 arithmetic standard is mandatory.
Proof. First assume |p| = 2 k for some k ∈ Z. Then the rounding tie to even implies fl(q + p) = fl(q(1 + eps)) = q, also for p ∈ U, so that fl(|(q + p) − q|) = 0, and L = |p| = 2 k = 2 log 2 |p| for the final result L. So we may assume that p is not a power of 2, and without loss of generality we assume p > 0. Then
and we have to show L = 2ufp(p). Define x := fl(q + p). By Lemma 2.6 the computation of fl(x − q) causes no rounding error, so that L = fl(q + p) − q. By definition, ufp(q) = eps −1 ufp(p) < eps −1 p = q, so that q / ∈ U and Lemma 2.2 imply succ(q) = q + 2eps · ufp(q). That means q + eps · ufp(q) is the midpoint of q and succ(q). Hence rounding to nearest and
The theorem is proved.
Algorithms and analysis.
To ease analysis, we first formulate our summation algorithms with superscripts to variables to identify the different stages. Of course in the actual implementation vectors are overwritten.
The main part of the summation algorithm is the error-free transformation of the input vector p 
. The goal is to prove that fl
)) is a faithfully rounded result of s. The following formulation of the transformation algorithm is aimed on readability rather than efficiency. In particular we avoid in this first step a check for zero sum. 
Remark 1. The output parameter σ is not necessary in the following applications of Transform but added for clarity in the forthcoming proofs.
Remark 2. For clarity we also use for the moment the logarithm in the computation of M and σ 0 . Later this will be replaced by Algorithm 3.6 (NextPowerTwo) (see the Matlab code given in the Appendix).
Before we start to prove properties of Algorithm 4.1 (Transform), let's interpret it. The "repeat-until"-loop extracts the vector p (m−1) into the sum τ (m) of its leading parts and into the vector p (m) of remaining parts.
Theorem 3.5 ensures that no rounding error occurs in the computation of the sum τ (m) . The main property of the algorithm is to guarantee the error-free transformation
for all m, in particular for the final one. For that it is mandatory that t (m) = fl(t (m−1) + τ (m) ) in the "repeat-until"-loop is computed without rounding error if the loop is not yet finished because this value is used in the next loop. We first prove some properties of the algorithm and come to that again in the remarks after Lemma 4.3. As we will see, the constant 2 2M eps in the stopping criterion is chosen optimal. 
i .
Then Algorithm 4.1 will stop, and
is true for all m between 1 and its final value. Moreover, as input to ExtractVector. Note this is also true if σ 0 ∈ U. This proves (4.3) for m = 1. Furthermore,
i , and (4.2) is also proved for m = 1.
Next assume the "repeat-until"-loop has been executed, denote by m the current value (immediately before the "until"-statement), and assume that (4.2) and (4. and the induction hypothesis on (4.2) yields The lemma is proved.
By (4.3) we know max |p
The case s = 0 is far from being treated optimal. In this case the preliminary version of Algorithm 4.1 always iterates until σ m−1 ≤ 1 2 eps −1 eta, and each time a vector p is extracted which may long consist only of zero components. The case s = 0 is not that rare, for example when checking geometrical predicates. We will improve on that later. Next we will show how to compute a faithfully rounded result.
Lemma 4.3. Let p be a nonzero vector of n floating-point numbers. Let res be computed as follows:
Define M := log 2 (n + 2) , and assume 2 2M eps ≤ 1. Furthermore, define µ := max i |p i | and 
Then res is a faithful rounding of s
:= n i=1 p i . Moreover, s = τ 1 + τ 2 + n i=1 p i and max |p i | ≤ epsσ ,ufp(τ 1 ) ≥ 2 2M epsσ . (4.12)
The exponent 2M in the first inequality in the "until"-condition is optimal: If it is changed into another integer, then res need not be a faithful rounding of s.
Remark 1. The proof will be based on Lemma 2.4, where we developed conditions on δ so thatr = fl(r) is a faithful rounding of r + δ. For (4.8) this means r := τ 1 + fl(τ 2 + ( p i )) and res = fl(r), so that by (4.2) δ is the rounding error in the computation of fl(τ 2 + ( p i )). As we will see, the error in the computation of fl( p i ), which is estimated by (2.20) , is the critical one. In order not to spoil the faithful rounding, the dominant part r, which is of the order τ 1 , must be large enough compared to that error. But τ 1 is the output of Algorithm 2.5 (FastTwoSum), so τ 1 = fl(t (m−1) + τ (m) ) = t (m) , and we see that the stopping criterion of the "repeat-until"-loop in Algorithm 4.1 (Transform) must ensure that |t (m) | is large enough.
Remark 2. To ensure that |t (m) | is large enough for faithful rounding, the chosen lower bound 2 2M epsσ m−1
in the "until"-condition is the smallest possible choice. To see that, consider the example given in = 0 for i = 1, 2, and p -10000000000000000000000...000000000
11101011111111111...111111111110010 produces a maximal rounding error for 4 ≤ i ≤ 61, and the final p (1) 62 adds some noise to spoil the faithful rounding.
Remark 3.
To minimize the number of loops, the lower bound in the "until"-condition should be as small as possible, thus Remark 2 shows that the chosen lower bound 2 2M epsσ m−1 is optimal in that sense, it cannot be decreased. But with the assumption 2 2M eps ≤ 1 this lower bound can be as large as σ m−1 , thus Remark 2 after Lemma 4.2 shows that it can also not be increased, so that the chosen lower bound is the only possible power of 2 to guarantee faithful rounding.
Remark 4. In our treatment of huge vector lengths (Part II, Lemma 3.4) we weaken the assumption 2 2M eps ≤ 1 into 2 M eps < 1 which allows much larger dimensions, and we show that the factor in the "until"-condition may be decreased without jeopardizing the assertions of Lemma 4.2; however, then res as computed in (4.8) Henceforth assume σ > 
We will use Lemma 2.4 to prove that res is a faithful rounding of s. By (4.9) and (4.13), s = τ 1 +τ 2 +τ 3 +δ 3 = τ 1 + τ 2 + δ 2 + δ 3 , so s = r + δ and res = fl(r) for r := τ 1 + τ 2 and δ := δ 2 + δ 3 . (4.14)
In 
so (2.19) and (4.13) imply
a lower bound for |res|, also in the presence of underflow. Now the definition of δ, (4.18) and (4.16) yield .20), (4.12) and (4.19) imply .22) so (4.16) and (4.12) imply
But δ 2 and δ 3 are the errors of the sum of floating-point numbers and must be integer multiples of eta, so (4.22) and (4.23) show that both must be zero. Hence (4.14) implies that res = fl(r) = fl(s) is equal to the rounded-to-nearest exact result s.
Finally, assume res = 0. To establish a contradiction assume σ > 
The final version of Hence we may safely use the same name Transform for both algorithms. The algorithm can still be slightly improved. For σ just before entering the underflow range one call to ExtractVector may be saved depending on t (see the Matlab code given in the Appendix).
We now state our first algorithm for computing a faithfully rounded result of the sum of a vector of floatingpoint numbers. 
Proposition 4.6. Let p be a vector of n floating-point numbers, define M := log 2 (n + 2) and assume 2 2M eps ≤ 1. Let res be the result of Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) applied to p.
Then res is a faithful rounding of s
Remark. Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) is identical to the piece of code we analyzed in Lemma 4.3, only the output parameter σ in Transform, which is unnecessary here, is omitted.
Proof. For zero input vector p, Algorithm Transform implies τ 1 = τ 2 = p i = res = 0 for all i. For nonzero input vector p, the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 are satisfied, and the assertion follows. Proof. The sum s of floating-point numbers satisfies always s ∈ etaZ, so the definition (2.25) of faithful rounding proves (4.24) and the corollary. Remark 1. The exact determination of the sign of a sum by Algorithm 4.5 is critical in the evaluation of geometrical predicates [20, 4, 45, 9, 27, 8, 14] . Rewriting a dot product as a sum by splitting products in two parts (Dekker's and Veltkamp's [12] algorithms Split and TwoProduct, see also [37] ), we can determine the exact sign of a dot product as well, which in turn decides whether a point is exactly on some plane, or on which side it is. An improved version of AccSum for sign determination also for huge vector lengths is given in Part II of the paper.
Remark 2. We showed that the result of Algorithm 4.5 is always a faithful rounding of the exact sum. Computational evidence suggests that the cases, where the result of AccSum is not rounded to nearest, are very rare. In several billion tests we never encountered such a case. However, we can construct examples with faithful but not rounding to nearest. Consider p = [1 eps eps 2 ].
Then AccSum(p) produces τ 1 = 1, τ 2 = 0 and p = [0 eps eps 2 ], and res = 1. This is because IEEE 754 rounds tie to even, so fl(1 + eps) = 1.
Changing the strict into an "almost always" rounded to nearest offers quite a reward, namely the computational effort of Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) depends solely on the logarithm of the condition number of the sum: only the more difficult the problem, the more computing time must be spent. The maximum number of iterations m can be estimated as follows. The condition number of summation for
where absolute value and comparison of vectors is to be understood componentwise. Obviously
The following theorem estimates the maximal number m of iterations needed in AccSum depending on the number of elements n and the condition number. Proof. For the analysis we use the (except the check for zero) identical Algorithm 4.1 for Transform. Then p (0) i := p i , and its initialization implies
To establish a contradiction assume Algorithm 4.1 is not finished after m executions of the "repeat-until"-loop. Then the "until"-condition, which is not satisfied for the value m,
Since the "repeat-until"-loop is to be executed again, we use (4.2) to conclude 
a contradiction to (4.28). Up to order 1, the calculation of µ requires 2n flops, ExtractVector requires 4n and the computation of res requires n flops. The theorem is proved.
For IEEE 754 double precision, Theorem 4.8 basically means that at least for condition numbers up to
Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) computes a faithfully rounded result in at most m executions of the "repeat-until"-loop. In Table 4 .2 we show the lower bound by Theorem 4.8 for the condition number which can be treated for different values of n and m, where treatable means to produce a faithfully rounded result.
Conversely, we can use Theorem 4.8 to compute for given m and condition number eps −1 the minimum length n of a vector for which a faithfully rounded result of its sum is computed. The value eps −1 is the condition number for which we cannot expect a single correct digit by traditional recursive summation. The value 6.7 · 10 7 in Table 4 .3 corresponds to the maximum value of n satisfying n + 2 ≤ 2 M and 2 2M eps ≤ 1.
The table shows that for condition number up to eps −1 and vectors with up to a million elements never more than 3 iterations are needed. Algorithms for even larger values n > 6.7 · 10 7 will be presented in Section 8
in Part II of this paper.
Also AccSum compares favorably to other algorithms. Consider the XBLAS summation algorithm BLAS_dsum_x [2] . Note that there are at least three implementations, the reference implementation published in [32] requiring 20n flops, the function ddadd in the ddfun90 package [5] by David Bailey requiring 11n flops, and BLAS_dsum_x taken from [2] requiring 10n flops. We compare against the fastest version BLAS_dsum_x taken from XBLAS requiring 10n flops.
An alternative to XBLAS is Algorithm 4.4 (Sum2) in [37] . The results of both algorithms are of the same quality, namely as if computed in quadruple precision. That means, for condition numbers up to eps −1 we can expect a result accurate to the last bit. In Table 4 .4 the required floating-point operations are displayed for different vector lengths and condition numbers. Note that Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) always computes a faithfully rounded result, independent of the condition number.
In practice the computing times compare even more favorable than anticipated by Table 4 .4 for our Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) as shown in Section 5. This is because AccSum allows a better instruction-level parallelism as analyzed by Langlois [29] . The measured computing times displayed in the next section suggest that AccSum seems to be faster than the XBLAS summation algorithm by a factor 2 to 5, although being of much better quality.
Computational results.
In the following we give some computational results on different architectures and using different compilers. All programming and measurement was done by the second author.
All algorithms are tested in three different environments, namely Pentium 4, Itanium 2 and Athlon 64, see Table 5 .1. We carefully choose compiler options to achieve best possible results, see Table 5 .1.
We faced no problems except for Pentium 4 and the Intel Visual Fortran 9.1 compiler, where the code optimization/simplification is overdone by the compiler. A typical example is the first line q = fl ((σ + p) − σ) in Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar), which is optimized into q = p. This can, of course, be avoided by setting appropriate compiler options; however, this may slow down the whole computation. In this specific case the second author suggested a simple trick to overcome this by using q = fl (|σ + p| − σ) instead. This does not change the intended result since |p| ≤ σ is assumed in the analysis (Lemma 3.3), it avoids unintended compiler optimization, and it does not slow down the computation. For the other algorithms to be tested we had, however, to use the compile option /Op for Pentium 4. This ensures the consistency of IEEE standard 754 floating-point arithmetic. The compile options for the different algorithms are summarized in Table 5 .2. Our algorithms are based on extractions, the split of a floating-point number with respect to σ, a power of 2 corresponding to a certain exponent. Since this operation is in the inner loop of all our algorithms, we payed special attention to this and designed Algorithm 3.4 (ExtractVector) to be as fast as possible. This algorithm requires 3 floating-point operations and has no branch.
Another possibility to extract bits of a floating-point number p is proper scaling and rounding to integer as used by Zielke and Drygalla [50] (line 13 in Algorithm 3.1). Some compilers offer two possibilities of such rounding, namely chopping and rounding to the nearest integer. In the Table 5 .3 the columns "Dint" and "Dnint" refer to those roundings, respectively. Another possibility of rounding a floating-point number is the assignment to a variable of type integer. One obstacle might be that an integer format with sufficient precision is not available. This approach is referred to by "Int=Dble".
As can be seen from Table 5 .3, our Algorithm 3.2 (ExtractScalar), the computing time of which is normed to 1, is usually faster than the other possibilities. Our summation algorithm directly benefits from this.
There is a certain drop in the ratio for large dimension which is related to the cache size, so not too much attention must be paid to the last lines of the Table 5 .3 for huge dimension.
Next we tested our summation algorithm. Test examples for huge condition numbers larger than eps −1 were generated by Algorithm 6.1 in [37] , where a method to generate a vector whose summation is arbitrarily ill-conditioned is described. Dot products are transformed into sums by Dekker's and Veltkamp's Algorithms Split and TwoProduct, see [37] .
First we compare AccSum with the ordinary, recursive summation DSum, with Sum2 taken from [37] and the XBLAS summation algorithm BLAS_dsum_x from [2] (called XBLAS in the following tables). The latter two deliver a result as if calculated in approximately twice the working precision. As has been mentioned at the end of the previous section, BLAS_dsum_x requires 10n flops and is the fastest version of XBLAS summation.
In the first set of examples we test sums with condition number 10 16 for various vector lengths. This is the largest condition number for which Sum2 and XBLAS produce an accurate result. Note that the comparison is not really fair since AccSum produces a faithfully rounded result for any condition number. We compare to recursive summation DSum, the time of which is normed to 1. This is only for reference; for condition The results are displayed in Table 5 .4. AccSum achieves on the different architectures a remarkable factor of about 10, 17 or 5 compared to recursive summation. We also see that AccSum is significantly faster than XBLAS, on Pentium 4 even faster than Sum2. As has been mentioned earlier, this is due to a better instruction-level parallelism of AccSum and Sum2 as analyzed by Langlois [29] . We also observe a certain drop in the ratio for larger dimensions, at least for Pentium 4 and Itanium 2 due to cache misses. However, this is hardly visible on the Athlon architecture.
A closer look reveals that the code produced by the GNU gfortran 4.1.1 compiler on Athlon can be significantly improved by unrolling loops. On Pentium 4 and Itanium 2 we did not observe a difference when unrolling, the compilers seem to be smart enough to take care of that. The computational results for Athlon 64 are displayed in Table 5 .5, where DSumU, Sum2U, XBLASU refer to the unrolled versions, respectively. Note that the time for DSumU is normed to 1. Collecting 4 terms at a time proved to be a good choice. We observe not much difference for Sum2, XBLAS and AccSum when unrolling, but a significant difference for recursive summation DSum. Now the drop in the time-ratio due to cache misses is visible as before.
A typical application of accurate summation algorithms is the computation of the residual Ax − b for an approximate solutionx of a linear system Ax = b by transforming the dot products error-free into sums. If x is computed by some standard algorithm like Gaussian elimination, the condition number of the residual is always 10 16 . This is true independent of the condition number of the linear system. This is the reason The computing times of DSum, Sum2 and XBLAS do not depend on the condition number, so the results for these algorithms coincide with those of The good performance of AccSum becomes transparent when looking at the MFlops-rate. In Figure 5 .1 the MFlops are displayed for the different algorithms on Itanium 2, the left figure corresponding to the previously displayed results. For the other architectures the picture looks even more favorably for AccSum. Note that the Itanium 2 can perform 2 additions per cycle so that the peak performance is 2.8GFlops.
It is interesting as well to look at the percentage of peak performance achieved by the different algorithms. These are displayed in Tables 5.7 Table 5 .7 we observe for DSum gradually decreasing performance down to around half of peak with a sharp drop for a dimension above 10 5 , which is out-of-cache data. The performance of 6.9 % 20.6 % 9.4 % 13.3 % 6.9 % 20.6 % 9.4 % 13.7 % 1,638,400 7.0 % 20.7 % 9.3 % 13.1 % 7.0 % 20.7 % 9.3 % 13.7 % Sum2 and XBLAS is constantly around 20% and below 10%, respectively, due to data dependencies. AccSum is much more efficient for in-cache data. For Itanium 2 we observe in Table 5 .8 for DSum increasing performance up to peak, again with a sharp drop for out-of-cache data. For Sum2 performance increases starting at a higher level but not reaching peak performance and with a not so sharp drop. The performance of XBLAS is constantly below 20% due to data dependencies, whereas AccSum is less efficient than Sum2. Remember that for condition number 10 32 results of Sum2 and XBLAS are completely incorrect whereas AccSum computes results accurate to the last bit.
Next we compare to competing algorithms, namely Priest's doubly compensated summation [40, 41] , Malcolm's [34] and the long accumulator [28] . The comparison is also not exactly fair because Priest's algorithm produces a result accurate to 2 units in the last place, so almost faithful rounding, whereas Malcolm's and the long accumulator can easily be used to compute a rounded-to-nearest result. Note that the needed intermediate memory for the latter two approaches depend on the exponent range (in fact, is proportional to), whereas AccSum does not.
We first display the results for Pentium 4 and Itanium 2 in Table 5 .9. Obviously AccSum compares favorably to its competitors. The ratio in computing time compared to DSum is stable and around 10 to 20 for all vector lengths. Note, however, the tremendous gain for Malcolm's algorithm with increasing dimension, a factor 17 or almost 5 from vector length 100 to 1.6 million. It seems that for huge vector lengths we basically Again we observe a certain drop for huge vector lengths due to cache misses. As before comparison on Athlon should be made to the unrolled version DSumU of recursive summation. The results are summarized in Table 5 The "small" condition number 10 16 is favorite for our Algorithm AccSum because few extractions are necessary, whereas the computing times for Priest's, Malcolm's and the long accumulator are almost independent of the condition number. We compare the algorithms for fixed vector length 1000 and huge condition numbers, where the computing time for AccSum is normed to 1. The relative computing times on the three architectures are displayed in Figure 5 .2 and the left of Figure 5 .3. Obviously AccSum shows a good performance on all platforms. In the right of Figure 5 .3 the MFlop rate of the algorithms is displayed for Itanium 2. For reference, the MFlop rate for recursive summation DSum is shown as well. On the Itanium 2 both DSum and AccSum range not far from peak performance. For larger condition number performance increases because more operations are performed on the data. Otherwise only Malcolm's summation can reach a reasonable MFlop rate. For the other architectures the picture looks similar.
Finally that we tried to find examples where the result of Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum) is not rounded to nearest. We treated dimensions from 10 to 10 5 and condition numbers as above. In particular we used dimensions n = 2 M − 2. Fortunately, we have Algorithm NearSum to be presented in Part II of this paper for reference. It is not so easy to find a long precision package delivering results always rounded to nearest; especially we observed problems with rounding tie to even. In several billion test cases we did not find one example with the result of AccSum not being the nearest floating-point number to the exact result. However, there are constructed examples, see Remark 5 following Lemma 4.3 and Remark 2 following Corollary 4.7.
6. Appendix. Following is executable Matlab code for Algorithm 4.5 including acceleration for zero sums and elimination of zero summands for that case (see also http://www.ti3.tu-harburg.de/rump). Moreover, the algorithms ExtractVector and FastTwoSum are expanded. Note that the Matlab function nextpow2(f) returns the smallest k such that 2 k ≥ |f |, while Algorithm 3.6 (NextPowerTwo) returns 2 k .
Accordingly, the variable Ms refers to 2 M in Algorithm 4.5 (AccSum). Note that the check for overflow (which is easily done by scaling) and the check 2 2M eps ≤ 1 is omitted. function res = AccSum(p) % For given vector p, result res is the exact sum of p_i faithfully rounded % provided no overflow occurs. Acceleration for zero sums is included. % n = length(p); % initialization mu = max(abs(p)); % abs(p_i) <= mu if ( n==0 ) | ( mu==0 ) % no or only zero summands res = 0; 
